The following members have work behind and indicated. The faculty recommends them for degree of B. S. provided they complete the work in which they are behind.

Agreed upon:

C. K. Politzer, Physiology—Made up and passed.

C. F. Course
Adams, G., Thesis drawings not handed in.
Cherry, P. F., " " " " "
Goodwin, L. D., " " " " "
Hoyt, L. R., " " " " "
(Adams, Cherry, Goodwin and Hoyt have drawings handed in.)

J. S. Woodroof, took two up in Economics, (Economics made up)

J. W. Bell, present Civil Engineering and Mech. Engineering examination, (Passed both Mech. Eng. and Civil Eng.)

Faculty adjourned at 6 p.m.

J. Shunklin
Sec. Sec.

Called Meeting Sept 11, 1906,
Called to order by President at 5:45 p.m.
in History class room.
On motion of M. Daniel the schedule for first term and for make up work was adopted with usual provision for changes.

A. G. V. Stockton
Sec. Pres.
Regular Meeting
Sept. 13 - 1706

Called to order at 5 o'clock by Pres., Present on roll all Messrs. Bradley, Brodie, Clay, Daniel, Gaunt, Riggs, Shiner, McQuain, Earle, etc.

Present late Brodie, Daniel, Riggs.

The application of E. F. Lackie for to take Sophomore Class and Minor Math and to appear for examination in third term English in June was refused.

The application of H. P. Moore for an irregular course in Sophomore class to prepare him for a medical college was refused.

The application of M. H. Wyman for an irregular course to prepare him for a medical course was refused.

The application of A. T. Craig to take Freshman Theoretical and Math practical work was refused.

The application of S. T. Simmons to take Sophomore class with Fresh Math and English was refused.

The application of W. P. Swan to take re-examination in English and take Fresh Math with Soph class was refused.

The application of R. B. Allston to take an irregular course, part Soph and part Junior was refused.

The application of E. P. Porcher for re-examination and an irregular course was refused.

The application of J. H. Crawford to take Junior and Senior English in Senior class was granted.

The application of J. P. Byam to take an irregular course part Fresh and part Soph was refused.
The application of H.R. Gandy to take 2nd and 3rd term Mathematics of Freshman class over with Soph class was refused.

The application of E.L. Gandy to the application of E.J. Thornhill for an irregular course part Sophomore and part Junior was refused.

The application of J.Y. Todd to enter Sophomore behind in English, Math, and Animal husbandry was refused.

The application of W.B. Vance to change from Mech to Agricultural course was granted.

The application of J.D. Sibley to take a special Textile course was granted.

The application of W.K. Tavel to change from Electrical Engineering to Civil Engineering course was granted.

Application of R.O. Poag to change to Electrical Engineering course was granted.

The application of H.W. Greene to change from Mechanical course to Agricultural and to take Math with Freshman class was granted.

B. Walsh was granted permission to change from Civil Engineering course to Mechanical and Electrical Engineering course.

R.E. Nickles was given permission to take Fresh Math in place of Soph Math.

E.C. Thompson's application for an irregular course in Freshman and Soph classes was refused.

C.W. Roblee was given permission to take Fresh Math.
R. S. Wolf's application to enter senior class conditioned on one term of English until he could stand examination on it was granted.

J. C. Reid and P. J. Ballon were given permission to take Freshman English in addition to Soph.

F. B. Green, W. C. R. Pegues and S. O. Pegues were given permission to take Freshman English in place of Soph. English.

R. C. Dick was given permission to change to Course in Metallurgy.

H. C. Green was given permission to take junior English in addition to regular senior work.

J. M. Barnett, D. J. saladman and J. D. Brockington were given permission to take Freshman English instead of Soph. English.

R. A. Reid was allowed to change from Electrical Engineering Course to Civil Eng. Course.

J. S. Allen was granted permission to postpone examination in Math.
Grier was given permission to take 2nd + 3rd terms freshman marks over.

The faculty gave Mr. Martin permission to raise the examination marks of B. Baker, T. H. Sherard, and G. F. Weatherbee for 2nd term in Surveying to a pass mark as the 3rd term examination included the work of the second term.

By vote of faculty the make up schedule was extended by adopting another schedule each subject being scheduled one week later.

The President announced the following appointment on faculty committees:
- Mr. Henry on Library Committee,
- Mr. MISwain on Catalogue Committee,
- and Mr. House on Museum Committee.

Committee on the Chronicle:
- Messrs. Keith and Bradley.

The official order in the motion of Mr. Chamberlin that here after no student be given a re-examination was postponed two weeks.

Faculty adjourned at 6:45.

[Signature]

Called meeting Sept. 18, 1906.
Called to order by President at 5:15 P.M.
Present on roll: Aries, Bryan, Logan, Cant and Shiner.
Faculty granted A.C. Young permission to take third term freshman mathematics over with Soph. Clark.

N. Roadholt was given permission to take freshman math instead of Soph.

Em. Jones was given permission...
to take 3rd English in place of Junior English.
G. C. Melchley were given permission to take 2nd and 3rd term Math one and to omit some 5th subject if necessary, to take 3rd the Fresh Math.
A. J. Gilmore were given permission to take Fresh Class and Prof. Jelling.
W. W. Wells, W. W. Kinven and C. R. Stevens were allowed to enter junior class and take Physiology only the terms they failed and required to drop some junior subject if necessary in order to schedule Physiology.
The application of A. V. Betheka to take regular Senior and have third examinations on Chemistry and Tallow were refused. Upon motion if Mr. Chamberlin he was granted an irregular course so that he might graduate in two years.
R. L. Allston was granted an irregular course in Agriculture, Dairying, Vet. Sci., and Animal Husbandry.
W. K. Tawel was granted 1 month in which to take examinations in 3rd Math, Chemistry and Descriptive Geometry.
J. P. Darden's request to be transferred to Yeastelle course and take re-examination in surveying, at commencement of instructor was granted.
W. W. Wannamaker was given permission to take Mechanism and Mechanics in addition to regular Senior course provided he pass in Junior Math.
J. M. Miller was granted an irregular course in Junior and Senior classes as shown on schedule on file.
J. D. Graham was transferred to Agricultural course and given three years in which to complete the course. Do schedule soph first.

W. Kennedy and W. E. Campbell were transferred to course in Metallur-

G. C. Howe was permitted to enter Junior class and take second term Junior Chemistry ones.

J. D. Hughes was permitted to enter Senior class and take Junior Zoology in second term with.

M. R. Martin was given permission to enter Junior and take first term Physics and Third term Veterinary Science ones.

M. A. Quattlebaum was granted permission to take Freshman class English instead of Soph English.

M. M. Claxton was given permission to take Soph English and Fresh English instead of Junior English.

W. F. Butler was given permission to take Freshman drawing in addition to Sophomore work.

J. R. Pennell and B. B. Ezell were given permission to take Soph English ones with Junior course, and to drop Junior English if necessary in order to schedule the Soph English.

B. R. Parnell was given permission to take French math instead of Soph for first term and second term. Third term to be considered at beginning of 2nd term.

M. M. Fraser was given permission to take Physiology ones with Soph class and to drop History which
he completed in Soph Class Mechanical Course.

The application of W. E. Estes for third examination in Chemistry and to take Soph English was also refused.

The application of W. J. Evans to take Des. Geom, first term and Soph English third term with full junior work was refused.

The application of C. H. Wood to take Soph except Math and practical work with Fresh Class was refused.

P. B. Thompson's application for an irregular course in Agriculture was refused.

C. W. Bush applied for permission to take Soph math with junior class was refused.

The application of G. B. Stephenson to enter Fresh Class on trial was refused.

J. R. Bull's application to enter Soph Mechanic in Agriculture and Freehand Drawing was refused.

The application of R. E. Britt to take Soph Physics was made and be conditioned on one term English was refused:

The faculty ruled that same rules apply to promotion from Preparatory Class as was apply to Fresh and Soph.

A. E. Franklin
Sec. Faculty

Regular Meeting Sept 20, 1906.

Called to order at 9 P.M. at A.M. Present: Mead, Dungar, Swain, Howard, Nickels, and Halsey.

The application of H. S. Spears to change from Mechanic to Agricultural Course was granted.
E. A. Burton was given permission to take Freshman English instead of Sophomore English.

J. B. Penefsky's application for third examination in Chemistry was refused and he was given permission to take Junior Chemistry in addition to regular senior work in second term.

The application of J. R. Reul to take 2nd Term Agriculture and Axeshand Brewing one and balance of work in Soph was refused.

W. S. Eastelius's application to take 1st Term Soph Chemistry over reporting with class on Wednesdays and Fridays and Soph English over reporting on Wednesdays, one hour and Thursdays two hours was refused.

J. M. Dwight was given irregular course as shown by schedule on file.

J. J. Allen was granted permission to stand re-examination on dept 22 as he was on guard duty at time mathematics was regularly scheduled.

J. N. Tomlinson was given on month in which to make up Chemistry examination for 3rd term as he was not notified of failure.

W. J. Evans was given permission to take full junior and take Soc. Geometry, Term and Soph. English 3 term in addition.

J. H. Garrett was granted an irregular course in junior and senior classes shown by schedule on file.

J. M. Bryan's application for an irregular course was refused.

A. L. Franklin

Dean, Faculty
Regular Meeting Sept 27 - 1906

Called to order at 5:25 p.m. by President.

Consideration of the subject of re-examinations was postponed for two weeks.
The Faculty elected Messrs. Calhoun, Daniel and Potts as Faculty members of the Athletic Council.
Mr. Potts was elected a member of the Faculty Committee on Athletics.

B. F. Rice's application to enter Fresh behind in Algebra, Geography and History was refused.

J. W. Massey was given permission to take Junior English as well as Soph. English.

C. W. Mack was granted irregular course as shown by schedule.

Tell Potts Bischoff's application for an irregular course in Fresh and Soph was refused.

J. R. Godley was given permission to enter Senior class conditional on Math, and to omit Machine Shop from course.

D. A. Jones was given permission to enter Senior class and take 3rd form Jan. Math. over.

C. E. Blythe was given permission to enter Junior and take Physiology over.

C. W. Busch was given permission to change from Mechanic to Agricultural Course to complete the course in three years.

A. R. Campbell was given permission to enter Senior class and take Junior Mechanics in second term.
Regular Meeting, Oct 4 1906

Called to order by President at 3:15 P.M.
Abstain on roll call--Humes, Bradley, Clay, Daniel, Klein (ex), Michel (ex), Nebrum, P.C.

Newman, C.E., and Homer.

Present: L.M. Daniel

Application of J. N. Wylie to change from Civil Engineering to Agricultural Course was granted.

Application of B. H. Bethea to take entire work of evening class for first term was refused.

J. A. Thompson was given permission to change from Agricultural Course in Zoology and Metallurgy.

Application of B. S. Bowman for special Textile course was referred to Director of Textile Dept.

W. P. Brinw was given permission to take special Textile course provided he secured the consent of his father.

E. H. Wood's application to enter Sophomore class and take Math with Fresh class and make up some work during the session was refused. Faculty adjourned at 5:30.

A. S. Shanklin

Dec. 7th